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Modular quantum computing architectures require fast and efficient distribution of quantum in-
formation through propagating signals. Here we report rapid, on-demand quantum state transfer
between two remote superconducting cavity quantum memories through traveling microwave pho-
tons. We demonstrate a quantum communication channel by deterministic transfer of quantum bits
with 76% fidelity. Heralding on errors induced by experimental imperfection can improve this to 87%
with a success probability of 0.87. By partial transfer of a microwave photon, we generate remote
entanglement at a rate that exceeds photon loss in either memory by more than a factor of three.
We further show the transfer of quantum error correction code words that will allow deterministic
mitigation of photon loss. These results pave the way for scaling superconducting quantum devices
through modular quantum networks.
The assembly of large-scale quantum machines hinges
on the ability to coherently connect individually con-
trolled quantum storage elements. Quantum networks—
wherein small, highly coherent modules can exchange
quantum information via propagating photons—present
a promising approach to achieve this connectivity [1].
Such networks allow for bottom-up construction of re-
configurable quantum systems, forming a backbone for
fault-tolerant modular quantum computers [2–4]. A cru-
cial challenge, however, is presented by inefficiencies in
the mapping of stored quantum information onto travel-
ing signals as well as those during the subsequent photon
transfer. Primarily because these inefficiencies have so
far been large, quantum communication between remote
memories has only been achieved probabilistically [5–11],
requiring local storage of quantum information on long
time scales in order for a network to be scalable [12].
Even simple protocols, such as transferring a single quan-
tum bit in a network, have been executed at rates that
are orders of magnitude slower than available coherence
times [13, 14].
Direct quantum state transfer, which can be rapid and
deterministic, is a desirable scheme for quantum commu-
nication within a scalable network [15]. In this proto-
col, a sending system emits a quantum state as a shaped
photonic wavepacket that is then absorbed by a receiv-
ing system. This requires strong, tunable coupling be-
tween light and matter, as well as efficient transfer of
photons at a shared communication frequency; so far,
state transfer in optical networks has been highly proba-
bilistic due to inefficiencies in photon coupling and trans-
fer [7]. In contrast, superconducting microwave circuits
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can combine low loss with strong coupling. This plat-
form is well-suited to realize on-demand state transfer,
and thus to scale quantum devices in a modular fash-
ion. To this end, superconducting microwave memories
and propagating modes have successfully been interfaced
to realize controlled photon emission [16–19] and absorp-
tion [20–22] independently. Due to the difficulty posed by
the need for efficient, frequency-matched photon transfer,
however, the goal of deterministic quantum communica-
tion at a distance has so far remained elusive [23].
Here we show an experimental realization of direct, on-
demand state transfer and entanglement between sepa-
rated superconducting quantum memories connected by
60 cm of coaxial cable. Following the concept described
in the original proposal [15], we release states from a
‘sender’ node and capture them in a nominally identical
‘receiver’ node. In our implementation, remote high-Q
superconducting microwave cavities constitute the end-
point memories, and the conversion from stationary to
propagating mode is performed using an RF-controlled
parametric process [19]. The receiver uses the same con-
version method to capture the propagating signal. Using
this protocol, we demonstrate the transfer of single- and
multi-photon cavity states. We measure the mean fi-
delity of the transfer of a single-photon-encoded qubit to
confirm that the process successfully realizes a quantum
communication channel. We are further able to gener-
ate on-demand remote entanglement by half-transfer of
a single photon, and do so at a rate that exceeds the en-
ergy relaxation rates of the individual memories. We find
that our measured transfer fidelity is limited by photon
loss, offering a means for deterministic improvement of
transfer fidelity by quantum error correction with multi-
photon bosonic codes. Taking advantage of the state-
independence of the protocol, we demonstrate the feasi-
bility of this correction approach by transferring a qubit
in such a multi-photon encoding.
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FIG. 1. On-demand state transfer by parametric conversion. (A) Identically-constructed circuit QED sender and
receiver modules are connected with transmission line and a circulator, allowing straight-forward measurement of both systems.
Each module contains a high-Q memory cavity (aˆ), transmon qubit (tˆ), and communication mode (bˆ) with strong output
coupling κout. Parametric drives (purple waveforms, ξ) enable conversion between memory and communication modes. (B)
This is equivalent in principle to the memory (red) and communication (blue) modes constituting orthogonal resonant modes
whose interaction is mediated by driving an atom (in this case an artificial atom, the transmon, green). (C) Frequency
ordering of the modes (ωa,b,t) and pumps (ω1,2) in each module. Pumps are detuned ∆ from each mode and an additional
relative detuning δ between them to account for Stark shifts. (D) The parametric conversion process, enabled by the transmon
nonlinearity, schematically runs left-to-right in the sender, and right-to-left in the receiver.
Our experimental implementation is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1A. Both sender and receiver are 3D circuit
quantum electrodynamics (cQED) modules containing
long-lived cavity resonators that serve as quantum mem-
ories [24]. Each module can be understood to contain
two orthogonal cavity modes (memory and communica-
tion) that are coupled by an artificial atom (Fig. 1B). The
communication modes—implemented as on-chip stripline
resonators—are strongly coupled to either end of a trans-
mission line. Realizing on-demand state transfer requires
tunable conversion between memory and communication
modes within each module, such that (i) the sender emits
the state contained in the memory into the transmission
line as a wavepacket with a specified temporal profile, and
(ii) the receiver absorbs this wavepacket. Amplitude- and
phase-controlled coupling can be realized through para-
metric pumping via a single transmon dispersively cou-
pled to both resonators in the module (Fig. 1, C and D)
[19]. In particular, we compute the shape of the pumps
used in this process so as to best match the temporal pro-
file of the traveling wavepacket (see Supplement). System
parameters enable the effective coupling strengths be-
tween memories and the transmission line, κs,r(t)/2pi, to
be tuned dynamically up to 400 kHz—much larger than
the intrinsic single photon decay rates of the memories,
κs,r0 /2pi < 0.4 kHz (see Supplement).
Following the original proposal [15], we insert a circu-
lator into the transmission channel, which enforces the
directionality of emission from the sender. The circula-
tor also directs signals reflected off the receiver into an
output port, which allows readout of both systems using
a single parametric amplifier and heterodyne detection
chain. While the memory resonance frequencies need not
match, efficient transfer requires that the communication
modes be close to resonant compared to their bandwidths
(κs,rout/2pi ∼1 MHz). To compensate for a small offset in
resonance frequency due to variation in sample assembly,
we equip the sender with an in situ mechanical frequency
tuning mechanism (see Supplement).
We begin by characterizing the process by which pho-
tons in the sender are emitted, transferred, and absorbed
into the receiver memory. First, we quantify the effi-
ciency of absorption alone by preparing a small coher-
ent state in the sender memory, and then executing the
protocol under one of two conditions (Fig. 2A). In one
case, we omit the capture pulses and monitor reflec-
tion from the receiver. Here, the emitted wavepacket
is fully reflected and recorded by our heterodyne detec-
tor (Fig. 2B). In contrast, if we apply the complete set
of pulses, this reflection is strongly suppressed. By mea-
suring the relative photon flux at the detector, we deter-
mine that the receiver absorbs (93 ± 1)% of the energy
contained in the incident wavepacket.
To measure the overall transfer efficiency, we prepare
few-photon states and apply both release and capture
pulses. We measure cavity populations before and af-
ter the transfer using photon number-dependent spec-
troscopy on the transmon, which directly provides the
relative populations of the cavity number states [25]. We
define the transfer efficiency η as the average photon
number received divided by the average photon number
prepared in the sender. Figure 2C presents the popu-
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FIG. 2. Temporal mode-matching of sender and receiver. (A) The transfer protocol consists of state preparation,
pumping, and measurement. The sender and receiver are pumped simultaneously because the propagating wavepacket’s time-
of-flight (< 3 ns) is negligible compared to its width (6µs). The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components as well as absolute
value (shaded) of the pump modulation tones are shown. (B) Left: measured field emission components (I, Q) and envelope
(shaded) upon release of an α = 1 coherent state from the sender. Right: photon flux with receiver pumps omitted (“no
catch”) or applied (“catch”), demonstrating absorption of the wavepacket. The “ideal” lines mark the shape and amplitude
expected for a complete, uncaught release. (C) Photon number state occupations of the sender (left) and receiver (right)
memory cavities after transfer of a n¯ = 1 coherent state (upper) or n = 1 Fock state (lower). “Expected” occupations in the
receiver are those measured in the sender after substituting the transfer process with a delay of the same length. (D) States
with n¯ > 1 are transferred with efficiency near those of single-photon states. The line corresponds with the efficiency η = 0.74
measured for single-photon states.
lations of both memories after transferring states with
mean photon number n¯ = 1, from which we calculate an
efficiency η = 0.74±0.03. Our experimental scheme is in-
dependent of input state, verified by measuring the trans-
fer efficiency of a selection of Fock and coherent states
with up to n¯ = 4 (Fig. 2D).
While this transfer efficiency is high, understanding the
origin of process imperfections is critical to select optimal
error correction protocols and to correct imperfections in
future experiments. We can identify several factors that
contribute significantly to transfer inefficiency: undesired
transmon excitation, imperfectly shaped pump pulses,
and loss in the transmission path.
For ideal operation of our protocol, the transmons
would remain in their ground states during the trans-
fer. However, we observe non-negligible stochastic exci-
tation during the transfer process due to thermalization
and pump-induced transitions to higher levels [26, 27].
Unwanted transmon excitation has two important conse-
quences. For one, an excitation leads to a shift of the res-
onator frequencies due to their dispersive couplings to the
transmon. This abruptly changes the transfer frequency-
matching conditions, manifesting as off-resonant emis-
sion by the sender, or imperfect wavepacket absorption
by the receiver. We estimate these effects to lead to an
inefficiency of about 2% for emission, and 6% for ab-
sorption (see Supplement). This effect is thus likely the
dominant cause of the measured absorption inefficiency.
Secondly, transmon excitation precludes effective mea-
surement of the cavity state. In this case, cavity measure-
ment indiscriminately returns ‘yes’ to a query of any pho-
ton number. Excitations thus have the effect of reducing
average measurement contrast. By normalizing our mea-
surement data to correct for this, cavity tomography is
implicitly conditioned on the transmon having remained
in its ground state. It is therefore useful to view the
transmon excitation probability as a “failure probability”
of the protocol, i.e, we make the conservative assump-
tion that each excitation masks an unsuccessful transfer.
The efficiency η quoted above is then conditioned on the
receiver transmon remaining in the ground state, with
success probability ps = 0.87 ± 0.03. The conditioned
value can be interpreted as the efficiency that would be
measured (i) with a perfectly cold transmon or (ii) by
heralding on a transmon measurement after the protocol
(see Supplement). The “deterministic efficiency” given
the transmon temperature observed here is estimated by
the product of the conditioned efficiency and the success
probability, ηd ≥ ps × η = 0.87 × 0.74 = 0.64 ± 0.03. In
the transfer characterization to follow, we present both
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FIG. 3. Establishing a quantum communication channel. (A) Measured Wigner functions of two states encoded in the
single-photon manifold {|0〉, |1〉} as prepared in the sender (left) and received following the transfer protocol (right). (B) The
manifold’s six cardinal states are visualized in the Bloch sphere as prepared (red, dashed) and received (orange, solid). The
green line indicates the position of each prepared state subject to a model of pure photon loss (tip of arrowhead denotes an
efficiency of 0.74). The octahedron shrinks towards the |0〉 state as predicted by the loss model. (C) Single-photon entanglement
is generated with a half-release of |1〉, followed by unchanged capture pulses (shown in the same style as Figure 2A). Cavity
photon number correlations are measured following rotations into the appropriate measurement basis. (D) Reconstructed
expectation values (shaded) of two-qubit Pauli operators compared to those of the maximally-entangled Bell state |01〉+ |10〉
(dashed). The ‘II’ operator takes the value of unity here, signifying that the data is conditioned on both transmons remaining
in the ground state (see Supplement).
the directly measured (implicitly conditioned) quantities
as well as the estimated deterministic ones. This deter-
ministic value represents a lower bound on the quantity;
since these failure events are assumed to be maximally
destructive, this is the worst-case scenario (see Supple-
ment).
Additional contributions to transfer inefficiency come
from photon loss in the transmission path, which we esti-
mate adds 15%, as well as imperfect pulse shapes affect-
ing state release and capture, each with an effect around
2% (see Supplement). We note that the bulk of the de-
scribed imperfections are not fundamental; in particular,
improvements to the transmon equilibrium temperature
and thermalization rate as well as parameter engineer-
ing to avoid pump-induced higher order transitions [27]
can substantially reduce the inefficiencies resulting from
transmon excitation.
The achieved transfer efficiency allows for quantum
communication between the sender and the receiver
memories. We confirm this explicitly by transferring an
overcomplete set of qubit states in the manifold spanned
by the Fock states |0〉 and |1〉, and performing Wigner
tomography on the receiver (Fig. 3A). Comparing each
received state to the ideal state, we determine an aver-
age fidelity Favg = 0.87 ± 0.04 (deterministic: Favg,d ≥
ps×Favg = 0.76±0.04). Both the conditioned and deter-
ministic fidelities significantly exceed the classical bound
of 23 , the maximum attainable fidelity with which one can
reconstruct an unknown qubit state using only classical
communication [28].
Importantly, the measured fidelity Favg is consistent
with that expected (0.91± 0.03) from a pure photon loss
model using the measured transfer efficiency. A repre-
sentation of prepared and received states as vertices of
an octahedron on the Bloch sphere (Fig. 3B) reveals a
systematic shrinkage towards |0〉 that also appears con-
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FIG. 4. Transferring error-correctable states. (A) Measured Wigner functions of prepared (left) and received (right)
states in the binomial code. Kerr evolution during the transfer results in a distortion in the received state Wigner functions, an
effect that is accounted for in fidelity calculation (see Supplement). (B) Bloch sphere representations of prepared (dashed) and
received (solid) cardinal states within the binomial encoding. Green dotted arrows indicate the expected shrinkage given the
measured efficiency. The octahedron shrinks primarily towards the center of the sphere as predicted by the loss model for small
inefficiency. (C) Projected performance of the two demonstrated encodings as a function of transfer efficiency. Calculated
average infidelity (lines) of Fock and binomial encodings, and measured values (circles) at the present inefficiency (arrow). The
performance of an ideal parity detection-and-correction scheme is simulated for the binomial encoding. The resulting infidelities
are shown for perfectly prepared states subjected to varying transfer inefficiency (line), and for the measured received states
(diamond) (see Supplement). Points lie above their respective lines due to small additional infidelity not described by photon
loss. The shaded region indicates the regime beyond the break-even point. Elimination of either transmission loss or release
and capture inefficiency would push the corrected infidelity further into this regime (η ∼ 0.86, dotted line).
sistent with photon loss. More quantitatively, we find
that the measured transfer has a process fidelity of 0.95
to this single-source model, bounding the errors not de-
scribed by photon loss at the 5% level (see Supplement).
Our experimental scheme readily enables us to gener-
ate on-demand remote entanglement by applying a pump
sequence on the sender that releases half of its stored
energy (Fig. 3C). If the initial state is a single photon,
this results in entanglement between the memory and
the emitted radiation [19]. Subsequent absorption of
the wavepacket by the receiver ideally results in the Bell
state (|10〉+ |01〉) /√2 shared between the memories. We
perform joint tomography following this protocol, reveal-
ing non-classical correlations between sender and receiver
(Fig. 3D). Here, the entanglement success probability
ps,ent = 0.78 ± 0.04 is lower than for the state transfer,
as success depends on both transmons remaining in the
ground state (see Supplement). The fidelity of the joint
state to the ideal Bell state is FBell = 0.77± 0.02 (deter-
ministic: FBell,d ≥ ps,ent×FBell = 0.61±0.02), confirming
the successful generation of entanglement. We are able to
achieve a net entanglement generation rate of (140µs)−1
(for fidelity 0.77; equivalently (110µs)−1 for fidelity 0.61,
fully deterministic), limited by the average time it takes
to reset the system (∼ 100µs). This rate exceeds the
single-photon loss in either memory (< (450µs)−1), a
strict requirement for scaling up the network size.
Because the infidelity of our state transfer protocol
is dominated by errors of a single type—photon loss—
the scheme can be improved by selecting an appropri-
ate error-correcting code. The use of cavity memories
grants access to tools already developed for correcting
loss in stationary states, such as redundantly encoding
a qubit within a larger Hilbert space and using photon
number parity as an error syndrome [29]. We choose
a simple error-correctable code with minimal overhead,
the L = 1 binomial encoding, which has logical ba-
sis states
{|0〉L = |2〉, |1〉L = (|0〉+ |4〉)/√2} [30]. Our
6transfer scheme is number-state independent, and so with
no other modifications we prepare and transmit the car-
dinal states of this encoding, again measuring the re-
ceived state with Wigner tomography (Fig. 4, A and B).
These states have larger average photon number (n¯ = 2)
relative to the single-photon encoding (n¯ = 0.5), repre-
senting an additional “overhead”. From this increased
sensitivity to photon loss we predict a mean fidelity of
0.60 and measure Favg = 0.54 ± 0.04 in this manifold
(Favg,d ≥ 0.47±0.04) relative to the ideal states. Though
its mean fidelity is lower than that of the single-photon
encoding, the binomial encoding permits the use of parity
as an error syndrome measurement.
This feature will enable detection and deterministic
correction of single-photon loss errors. Above some trans-
fer efficiency threshold, an error-corrected qubit would
be transmitted with higher average fidelity than a qubit
encoded in the single-photon manifold. Our efficiency
(η = 0.74) exceeds that of this “break-even” threshold
(η & 0.7), defined as the crossing of simulated mean fi-
delities in each case (Fig. 4C). Beyond break-even, er-
ror correction can overcome the overhead associated with
the binomial state encoding. Error correction is possible
using high-fidelity quantum non-demolition (QND) par-
ity measurements [29], which could be effectively realized
by adding a dedicated readout channel to each module.
Along with modest improvements to the release and cap-
ture efficiencies, error correction should place the trans-
fer firmly within this advantageous regime. These error
correction concepts can also be extended to improve en-
tanglement fidelity without sacrificing the determinism
of the protocol.
In summary, we have realized a high-fidelity, deter-
ministic quantum state transfer protocol between re-
mote microwave cavity memories using tools available
in superconducting cQED. Importantly, our implemen-
tation is capable of transferring both single- and multi-
photon quantum states. While the use of a multi-photon
qubit encoding produces larger overhead and reduced
mean fidelity, it brings within reach the striking oppor-
tunity to deterministically correct for photon loss. This
achievement taps into the body of work already devel-
oped for correcting errors in stationary memories to ad-
dress the challenge of scalable quantum communication.
The demonstrated ability to generate remote entangle-
ment at a rate exceeding the memory loss rates satis-
fies an essential requirement for quantum communica-
tion and distributed computation. Entanglement is a
critical resource in quantum networks, and its rapid and
on-demand generation will enable high-level operations
between remote modules such as non-local gates [31]
and entanglement distillation [32, 33]. Our experimen-
tal results thus provide a clear scaling approach towards
fault-tolerant modular quantum computing with super-
conducting circuits.
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8SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
I. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
A. Experimental hardware
Setup and signals The sample is cooled to T ≈ 20 mK
in a dilution refrigerator. A wiring diagram that shows
how signals are introduced to the systems is depicted
in Figure S1. The transmon modes of each system are
addressed by a separate microwave generator acting as a
local oscillator (LO), while a shared LO is used for the
cavity modes and the output modes; pulses are generated
by IQ modulation. To ensure phase-locking, we generate
the pump tones using the same generators used for the
(near-)resonant control pulses of the cavity and output
mode.
Quantum-limited amplification The output signal is
processed by a Josephson parametric converter (JPC)
operated in amplification mode [34]. The amplifier is
configured to provide approximately 22 dB of gain with
a bandwidth of approximately 17 MHz and a noise visi-
bility ratio of 4–5 dB. This large signal gain enables high-
fidelity single-shot measurements and fast-feedback used
for rapid reinitialization of the experiment.
Sample We use two devices of the type described in
[19, 24]. Each includes a high-Q 3D coaxial stub cavity
[35], transmon qubit, and output resonator. Parameters
of each mode within the two devices, including frequen-
cies and coherence times, are included in Table S1. Both
samples are within a magnetic shield, while all circula-
tors are outside of the shield. A detailed description of
the Hamiltonian of a single device is given in [19].
Output mode-matching The cavity and transmon
modes of the sender system are far-detuned (relative to
their linewidths) from the respective modes in the re-
ceiver system. The output (or ‘communication’) modes,
however, are tuned to closely match: a low-temperature
mechanical micropositioning stage (Attocube ANPz101-
A4) is used to introduce a small superconducting pin
through a hole in the side of the device. The pin per-
turbs the field of the output mode, lowering that mode’s
frequency at greater pin insertion. The pin can be in-
serted over a range of 5 mm and the mode frequency can
be tuned by ∼ 300 MHz. Once the resonance condition is
met, we disconnect the positioning controller to maintain
frequency stability. We expect that in future versions of
modules, fabrication and mounting errors can be mini-
mized such that in situ tuning will not be necessary.
B. Basic operation
Transmon measurement The dispersive coupling be-
tween the transmon and output resonator allows mea-
surement of the transmon qubit state, discriminating be-
tween its basis states |g〉 and |e〉 with high fidelity [36].
Our setup allows for transmission pulses to be applied
to both systems simultaneously, allowing discrimination
of four joint basis states: {|gg〉, |ge〉, |eg〉, |ee〉}. We can
thus measure the sender state, the receiver state, or both
states in the same measurement. We use a 0.7µs read-
out pulse with an average of n¯ ≈ 10 (5) photons in the
sender (receiver). This allows discrimination of the two
basis states in each system with a fidelity > 0.99. Further
error arises from the presence of transmon population in
higher states, such as |f〉. Readout errors are further lim-
ited by transmon state jumps during readout producing
a readout fidelity ≥ 0.93 (0.93 for assignment to |g〉, and
0.98 for assignment to |e〉).
Measurement independence We verify the indepen-
dence of the transmon state assignment by performing
a simultaneous Rabi experiment: we apply a variable
rotation on both transmons, followed by joint measure-
ment of the whole system. The results (Figure S3) show
that the assigned state of one transmon depends only
very weakly on the rotation applied to the other, and
that there is minimal crosstalk between transmon con-
trol pulses.
Transmon and cavity cooling In equilibrium we find a
finite steady-state population in each transmon and cav-
ity, listed in Table S1. The likely reason for this level of
population is the presence of non-equilibrium quasiparti-
cles that are poorly mitigated by experiment-stage filter-
ing and control of the magnetic field environment, as well
as weak thermalization of the intersystem circulator. We
initialize each system using a sequence of quantum non-
demolition (QND) measurements on the transmon and
the cavity [37], as well as by Q-switching by parametric
pumping [19]. At the beginning of each experiment run,
this yields an average transmon population for the sender
(receiver) in |e〉 of ∼ 0.047 (0.052), and an average cavity
population of n¯ = 0.023 (0.033) before the start of each
measurement sequence. We note that this joint cooling
protocol finds the full system in its ground state after ap-
proximately 10% of the cooling attempts, and that using
modes with reduced equilibrium population could signif-
icantly increase the experimental repetition rate.
State creation and control pulses To prepare complex
cavity states, we apply pulses at transmon and cavity fre-
quencies that are designed using a numerically optimized
control technique [37]. This technique produces the cav-
ity states initialized in the sender within 0.3–1.0µs and
with fidelities typically above 98%. It is also used to per-
form unitary mapping operations. Coherent states are
produced in 40 ns using calibrated Gaussian displacement
pulses on the cavity.
Pump control independence To verify that the pump
tones applied to one system do not produce unwanted
effects on the opposite system, we measure leakage by
applying one pump at a constant amplitude and measur-
ing each transmon’s Stark shift (Figure S4). We find that
measurable leakage occurs only in the direction permitted
by the circulator (from sender to receiver), and only be-
tween communication modes (since their frequencies are
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FIG. S1. Schematic of experiment wiring. Microwave signals are IQ-modulated, amplified, and transmitted to the cold
stage of the dilution refrigerator (Oxford Instruments Triton 200) where the sample is cooled to T ≈ 20 mK. IQ modulation
is performed with an integrated FPGA system with digital-to-analog converter (DAC) outputs (Innovative Integration VPXI-
ePC), and mixed with the LO (Marki Microwave IQ0307LXP and IQ0618LXP IQ-mixers). Inset shows filtering on low-
frequency IQ channels. The generators acting as local oscillators (LOs) are Agilent N5183A (LOs A and B) and Vaunix
LabBrick LMS-103-13 (LOs C1 and C2). Tones with similar frequencies share their IQ channels. Cavity and readout input
signals are amplified at room temperature (MiniCircuits ZVA-183-S+). Input amplifiers are followed by fast switches (Hittite
HMC-C019) except for (*) in the diagram. Input signals are introduced to the devices through weakly coupled pins (depicted
as small capacitors). Signals leave the output resonators through strongly coupled pins (depicted as large capacitors) and are
amplified by a Josephson parametric converter (JPC) that is pumped continuously by a microwave generator (“JPC pump”,
Agilent N5183A). The signal is further amplified at 4 K (Low Noise Factory LNF-LNC7 10A) and at room temperature (Miteq
AMF-5F-04001200-15-10P), mixed down with the output LO (Marki Microwave IQ0618LXP), and recorded and demodulated
by the FPGA system via analog-to-digital converters (ADC). Lines entering or leaving the refrigerator carry the following
signals: (1) the JPC pump tone, (2–5) sample input tones, (6) a diagnostic tone with which to probe samples in reflection and
tune the JPC, and (7) the measurement output line. Inset shows attenuation and filtering on lines 2–5, including a low-pass
filter below 12 GHz (LP) and an Eccosorb filter (E). Line 6 is similar but with an additional -20 dB of attenuation at the 20 mK
stage, while line 1 omits the low-pass filter.
very nearly matched). Based on these measurements, we
estimate that this leakage contributes to “miscalibration”
error on each system at the level of . 1%.
II. RELEASE AND CAPTURE PROTOCOL
A. Calculation of waveforms
In order to allow the propagating wavepacket to be ab-
sorbed by a receiving cavity, both sender and receiver sys-
tems must expect the same temporal wavepacket shape.
To separate the problem into two parts, we first specify
the shape of this wavepacket, bout(t), then calculate the
pump amplitudes needed at the sender and the receiver to
match the coupling rate gj(t) to this wavepacket, where
the system subscript j = s (r) denotes the sender (re-
ceiver). When correctly calculated, energy will transfer
between the sender, the propagating mode, and the re-
ceiver at matching rates. Here we detail the calculation
of the drive amplitudes that make this possible. Since we
treat the two systems individually, the system subscript
j will be omitted for clarity wherever possible.
1. Shaping the released wavepacket
In the rotating frame of the pumps, the Hamiltonian
enabling conversion between memory and output modes
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Hamiltonian parameter Sender value (MHz) Receiver value (MHz)
Frequency ωa/2pi 4219.3 4269.6
ωb/2pi 10031.5 10031.5
∗
ωt/2pi 6156.1 6417.6
Cross-Kerr χab/2pi −16× 10−3 −12× 10−3
χat/2pi −2.86 −2.29
χbt/2pi −2.4 −2.18
Self-Kerr χaa/2pi −8× 10−3 −5× 10−3
χbb/2pi −8× 10−3 −6× 10−3
χtt/2pi −183.43 −196.17
Damping parameter Sender value (µs) Receiver value (µs)
Cavity single-photon energy decay time T a1 460± 10 770± 10
Cavity Ramsey decay time T a2R 102± 3 130± 4
Output mode energy decay time T b1 0.14± 0.01 0.11± 0.01
Transmon relaxation time T t1 26± 3 27± 3
Transmon Ramsey decay time T t2R 12± 2 12± 2
Transmon Hahn echo decay time T t2E 15± 2 15± 2
Steady-state excitation Sender value Receiver value
Transmon 1− P (g) 0.195 0.209
Cavity n¯ 0.166 0.172
TABLE S1. Measured system parameters. Uncertainties of measured Hamiltonian parameters are < 0.1% except
when indicated by fewer significant digits. For the cavity and transmon decay times, the uncertainties given are the typical
fluctuations observed over the course of one day. ∗This is the frequency set by tuning and is used during all phases of the
experiment.
transmon
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mode
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receiver cavity
intersystem
connection
FIG. S2. Images of experimental devices. Left: the two
systems are packaged and assembled in close proximity. The
circulator and lines connecting the two systems are outside
of the field of the image. Upper right: inside the package,
dashed lines depict the cavity and tunnel housing the commu-
nication mode and transmon. Lower right: Close-up view
of the chip, which is held by a clamp that is affixed to the
package.
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a and b is
Hconv(t) = i(g(t)aˆbˆ
† − g∗(t)aˆ†bˆ) (S1)
with
g(t) = g(ξ1(t), ξ2) (S2)
The correspondence producing the conversion rate g(t) as
a function of the two applied pump amplitudes ξ1 and ξ2
is calibrated experimentally (Section II B). In the lowest-
order approximation, gj ∝ ξj1ξj2.
Because the conversion always depends on both
pumps, only one of the two pumps needs to vary in time
to produce any particular g(t). For experimental conve-
nience, we designate ξ1 to vary in time. The pump ξ2 is
held constant in time, with a smooth (∼ 200 ns) ring-up
and ring-down profile.
One significant effect of the application of pumps are
ac-Stark shifts that shift the frequency of the modes. The
Stark shifts during the transfer process are a function of
both pump amplitudes:
HStark(t) = δa(t)aˆ
†aˆ+ δb(t)bˆ†bˆ (S3)
Each Stark shift depends on each pump amplitude:
δa(t) = δa(ξ1(t), ξ2) δb(t) = δb(ξ1(t), ξ2) (S4)
This shift is calibrated independently (Section II B). We
find very good agreement with the expected dependence,
which is linear in the sum of the pump powers:
δa(t) = 2χaa|ξ1(t)|2 + χab|ξ2|2
δb(t) = 2χbb|ξ2(t)|2 + χab|ξ1|2
(S5)
Having established the dependence of both the conver-
sion rate g(t) and the Stark shifts δa, δb, we can write
down the equations of motion for the modes aˆ and bˆ of
the sender:
a˙(t) = −g(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t)− iδa(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t) (S6a)
b˙(t) = g∗(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t)− iδb(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t)− κout
2
b(t)
(S6b)
b(t) = bout(t)/κout (S6c)
Because these equations are linear, we can consider the
evolution of the expectation values of the field operators
aˆ and bˆ, so we have dropped the operator notation. This
will also allow us to solve the problem classically, which
is computationally simpler compared to a full quantum
simulation.
Equation S6c is the input-output relation, taking as
an assumption that there is no incoming field. In this
case, for a chosen bout(t) and ξ2, the only undetermined
quantities are a(t) and ξ1(t). In what follows we suppress
the time dependence and the explicit dependence on the
static ξ2 for simplicity.
The goal is to eliminate a, leaving an equation for g in
terms of b that can be solved numerically. We first note
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that Equation S6b can be written
g∗(ξ1)a = b˙+ iδb(ξ1)b+
κout
2
b (S7)
with derivative
g˙∗(ξ1)a+ g∗(ξ1)a˙ = b¨+ iδ˙b(ξ1)b+ iδb(ξ1)b˙+
κout
2
b˙ (S8)
We can multiply Equation S6a by g∗(ξ1) and substi-
tute it into Equation S8 to write
g˙∗(ξ1)a− |g(ξ1)|2b− iδa(ξ1)g∗(ξ1)a =
b¨+ iδ˙b(ξ1)b+ iδb(ξ1)b˙+
κout
2
b˙ (S9)
Finally, multiplying Equation S9 by g∗(ξ1) and substi-
tuting in Equation S7 yields
[g˙∗(ξ1)− iδa(ξ1)g∗(ξ1)]
[
b˙+ iδb(ξ1)b+
κout
2
b
]
− g∗(ξ1)|g(ξ1)|2b
= g∗(ξ1)b¨+ iδ˙b(ξ1)g∗(ξ1)b
+ iδb(ξ1)g
∗(ξ1)b˙+
κout
2
g∗(ξ1)b˙ (S10)
Equation S10 is solved numerically to give the correct
ξ1(t) for a given bout(t). The initial condition ξ1(t = 0)
comes from Equation S7. This method has a few impor-
tant features:
1. This process inherently accounts for the Stark shifts
in two ways. First, ξ1(t) will have a phase that
varies in time. This dynamic frequency control en-
sures that bout(t) can have a fixed frequency, even
when the mode a does not. Secondly, the ampli-
tude of ξ1(t) will change in time in a way that ac-
counts for the frequency shift of the output mode
b: the amplitude will increase to compensate for
the fact that the conversion process is effectively
off-resonant.
2. By scaling the output field bout(t) to specify the
amount of energy contained therein, we calculate
different pump waveforms for full and partial re-
lease via the same procedure. While the equations
of motion are linear in a and b, Equation S10 is
clearly nonlinear in ξ1. This is why the pulses
for full and partial releases are not simply scaled
versions of one another, even though the released
wavepackets bout(t) are. For this reason, the cap-
ture pulse will remain unchanged and independent
of the release pulse.
2. Wavepacket capture
The calculation of the pump waveform required to cap-
ture the propagating wavepacket is very similar to the
above. The equations of motion for the receiver are
a˙(t) = −g(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t)− iδa(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t) (S11a)
b˙(t) = g∗(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t)− iδb(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t)
− κ
r
out
2
b(t) +
√
κroutb
r
in(t)
(S11b)
b(t) = brout(t)/κ
r
out + b
r
in(t)/κ
r
out (S11c)
which is identical to Equation S6, with the difference
than there now exists an input field term brin(t). For
clarity we now restore the superscripts s and r for sender
and receiver, respectively. To calculate the capture wave-
form, we specify that this input field has the shape of the
released wavepacket: brin(t) = b
s
out(t), and that the field
reflected off the receiver is zero: brout(t) = 0, which cor-
responds to perfect absorption. Taken together, these
constrains imply
a˙(t) = −g(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t)− iδa(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t) (S12a)
b˙(t) = g∗(ξ1(t), ξ2)a(t)− iδb(ξ1(t), ξ2)b(t) + κ
r
out
2
b(t)
(S12b)
b(t) = bsout(t)/κ
r
out (S12c)
which looks just like Equation S6, but with the sign of
κout changed. The procedure for obtaining ξ1(t) is the
same as for the sender. The only major difference is that
this equation is solved in reverse, with the final condition
specifying the occupation of a at the end of the proto-
col. This corresponds to the fraction of incoming energy
that is absorbed (η
(r)
trunc, details to follow). Increasing this
fraction corresponds to increasing the pump strength be-
yond what is achievable in our system.
Importantly, the capture waveform is the same for both
full and partial release; this is due to the linearity of the
equations of motion (Equation S11) on brin(t); in other
words, the capture is state-independent. Therefore, the
capture waveform depends only on the shape of the in-
coming wavepacket, not its amplitude.
3. Choice of wavepacket shape
The envelope of the wavepacket |bout(t)| is an arbi-
trary choice, up to constraints on the bandwidth of the
conversion process. For experimental convenience, we
choose |bout(t)| ∝ 1 − cos2
(
pit
T
)
, where T = 6µs is the
total transfer time. We find empirically that this smooth
shape reduces the maximum pump amplitudes required
for a given transfer time as compared to other shapes
tested. The frequency of the wavepacket is also free to
be varied. We choose a frequency ∼ 1 MHz below the
static frequencies of the communication modes, to ac-
count for Stark shifts (which are always negative) while
the pumps are applied.
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FIG. S5. Cavity populations over time. We prepare and
transfer the Fock state with n = 1. Populations for the lowest
two cavity number states are measured in both cavities as a
function of time. The measured shape of the trajectory in the
receiver reflects the inefficiency of the transfer.
B. Calibration
For the computation of the correct waveforms we need
to supply empirical values of g(t) and the Stark shifts,
both as a function of the pump strengths and frequencies
that are applied. The value of g is estimated from the
rate with which photons leave the storage cavity when
pumps are applied. The Stark shifts can be measured di-
rectly from spectroscopy while applying the pumps, as in
Figure S4. We generally follow the protocols introduced
in [19] to perform these calibration.
C. Time-dependence measurement
Simulation Through the numerical calculation of
pulse shapes ξ1 and ξ2 on the sender and receiver (Sec-
tion II), we know the ideal intracavity field expectation
values aˆ, bˆ in each system as a function of time. These are
directly related to the average photon number we would
expect to measure at that time, n¯ = a2.
Measurement We measure the photon number
present in the sender and the receiver after truncating
the protocol prematurely: the non-dynamic pulses, ξ
(s)
2
and ξ
(r)
2 , are turned off over 200 ns at a swept measure-
ment time T . We then measure the population a(s)(T )
and compare with the calculated value. The results from
these measurements are in good agreement with the ex-
pected values (Figure S5).
III. METHODS, CALIBRATIONS, AND
ANALYSIS
A. Storage cavity measurement
Cavity spectroscopy Dispersive coupling between
transmon and storage cavity allows readout of the cavity
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FIG. S6. Spectroscopy to determine transfer effi-
ciency. We execute the transfer protocol after preparation
of a Fock state with |1〉. The transmon spectrum yields the
population of cavity number states. Measurement follows dif-
ferent combinations of pumps on the two systems (prepare
and delay: the state is prepared in the sender and 6µs elapse
before measurement; release only: pulses are played on the
sender but not the receiver; full release and capture: the stan-
dard transfer protocol is run). Additionally, these data illus-
trate the rise in background excitation level associated with
pumping either system, related to the success probabilities
p
(s,r)
success.
state by mapping a cavity property, such as population
in a given number state, onto the transmon state [25].
Cavity measurement fidelity is then given by the com-
bined fidelities of the mapping and the transmon read-
out. The relative population of each cavity number peak
is obtained directly from the transmon spectrum, which
depends on the photon number in the cavity. The spec-
trum is fit to a series of Gaussians (with total area nor-
malized to one), which directly yields the relative photon
number occupations when the transmon is in its ground
state. The raw spectroscopy data producing the relative
populations in Figure 2C of the main text are shown in
Figure S6.
Wigner tomography Wigner tomography on a single
cavity is done through a series of displaced parity mea-
surements [38, 39]. In our systems, the parity is mapped
onto the transmon by applying a set of selective pi-pulses
simultaneously, on either the even or odd number-peaks,
up to n¯ = 25. Taking the difference of the even and odd
mapping sequences, we obtain a value proportional to
parity (and therefore to the Wigner function), indepen-
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dent of the initial transmon state. To compensate for fi-
nite pi-pulse and measurement contrast, we then normal-
ize the resulting data so that it integrates to unity over
all phase space, leading to a physical Wigner function.
Displacements are typically performed up to α = 2.5, re-
sulting in Wigner functions that should capture > 99 %
of the energy contained in the mode for our states with
n¯ ≤ 2.
B. Transfer efficiency analysis
The combined efficiency of the transfer process can be
obtained directly by measurements before and after the
transfer protocol, as described in the main text. We pro-
vide a breakdown of the different sources of inefficiency
in Table S2.
Release and capture efficiency
Truncation Amplitude and time constraints of the
transfer process drives are imposed by the physical im-
plementation of the experimental hardware. With fi-
nite time and amplitude constraints on the conversion
rate g(t), releasing and capturing the entirety of the en-
ergy in the sender is not possible. To limit the applied
pump power (and thus the amount of heating induced
to the system), we implemented the full transfer pro-
cess specifying waveforms that are expected to release
the fraction η
(s)
trunc = 0.99 of the sender state, and cap-
ture η
(r)
trunc = 0.95 of the energy in the receiver.
Sender transmon excitation During the transfer, we
observe the sender transmon excitation from 3.1% to
9.6%, a process from which we approximate a worst-case
transfer inefficiency of ∼ 6%. We perform a control ex-
periment, populating the sender transmon before execut-
ing the transfer, which allows us to refine our approxi-
mation. A fully-excited sender transmon still transfers
somewhat successfully (Figure S7), introducing an ineffi-
ciency of only ∼ 39%. We thus revise our worst-case es-
timate upward, calculating a total efficiency from sender
transmon excitation η
(s)
excite = 1 − (0.06 × 0.39) ≈ 0.98.
Our understanding of the effect of transmon excitation
on shape/frequency mismatch is improved by monitor-
ing the emitted wavepacket as a function of excitation
(Figure S8).
Receiver transmon excitation From the data in Fig-
ure S8 we infer that full excitation of the receiver trans-
mon leads to reflection of ∼ 69% of the incident energy.
Combining this with the excitation of the transmon—
increasing from 4.5% to 13.5% during the transfer—
yields an approximate maximum capture efficiency of
η
(r)
excite ≈ 0.94. Taking into account pulse truncation
(see above) gives an expected capture efficiency of 0.89.
This is in reasonable agreement with the observed re-
flection of 6.8% of the incident wavepacket shown in
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FIG. S7. Transmission inefficiency from sender trans-
mon excitation. We measure both cavities as a function of
sender transmon excitation probability. “n¯ remaining” in the
sender cavity is inherently conditioned on the sender trans-
mon being in its ground state. The energy remaining ap-
pears therefore unaffected. The received number of photons
is inversely proportional to the sender transmon excitation,
reflecting that the state has not been released with proper
matching.
Figure 2B of the main text. The remaining mismatch
could be explained by a better value of truncation ef-
ficiency than expected due to experimental fine-tuning,
η
(r)
trunc,corr = 0.994; this quantity cannot be directly mea-
sured in our experiment.
Miscalibrations Any unidentified source of ineffi-
ciency could be due to imperfectly calibrated pulses or
uncertainty in the system parameters. Assuming that
missing factors in the capture or release error budgets
arise from miscalibration error, we estimate an upper
bound. For the sender, this gives an inefficiency of
η
(s)
miscal ≈ 0.98. For the receiver, miscalibrations seem
to yield a slightly better capture efficiency than expected
(see above); this leaves no gap in the error budget for mis-
calibration. Other possible sources of uncertainty include
higher-order nonlinearities and frequency-dependent dis-
sipation, which we have not considered in our model.
Transmission loss
The energy dissipated in the transmission line is dif-
ficult to measure directly in our experiment. We can,
however, assume that any ‘missing’ energy comes from
loss; this gives a value for the transmission line efficiency
of ηtx = 0.85±0.04. We perform the following control ex-
periment to corroborate this value: we apply a constant
tone detuned from the output resonator of the sender,
and measure the Stark shift of both sending and receiv-
ing communication modes (bˆs,r) at variable amplitudes of
the tone (Figure S9). From these Stark shifts and knowl-
edge of the readout-transmon cross-Kerr χbt and output
rate κout, one can calculate the loss between systems in
a way that is independent of the sending and receiving
portions of the transfer protocol. One expects to receive
n¯r = n¯sκsκrηtx,meas/((κr/2)
2 + δ2r) (S13)
for a transmission loss ηtx,meas between the two commu-
nication resonators, and a detuning δr of mode bˆ
r relative
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Category Value Uncertainty Notes
Measured values
Unreleased energy fraction n
(s)
remain 0.033 0.005
Uncaught energy fraction n
(r)
reflect 0.068 0.005
Transmission loss ηtx,meas 0.80 0.15
Total efficiency η 0.74 0.03
Modeled values
Truncation of sender pulse η
(s)
trunc 0.99 - specified in pulse creation
Sender transmon excitation η
(s)
excite 0.98 0.01
Calibration of sender pulse η
(s)
miscal 0.98 0.005
Release efficiency ηrelease 0.95 0.01
Transmission line loss ηtx 0.85 0.04 estimation from “missing energy”
Truncation of receiver pulse η
(r)
trunc 0.95 - specified in pulse creation
Truncation of receiver pulse, revised η
(r)
trunc,corr 0.99 0.005
Receiver transmon excitation η
(r)
excite 0.94 0.02
Calibration of receiver pulse η
(r)
miscal ≥ 0.99
Capture efficiency ηcapture 0.92 0.02
TABLE S2. Summary of transfer losses. A break-down of loss mechanisms thought to contribute to the transfer
efficiency. For some categories the individual constituent efficiencies are measurable, while for others only the total loss can be
measured, and the components must be deduced. The model is designed such that the product of the three category subtotals,
ηrelease × ηtx × ηcapture, equals the measured total efficiency η.
to the drive. We perform these measurements at several
detunings and extract a value of ηtx,meas = 0.80 ± 0.15.
This agrees well with the “missing energy” estimation of
ηtx above.
C. Cavity state analysis
Heralding As discussed in the main text, measure-
ments using the receiver transmon have the effect of se-
lecting on that transmon being in the ground state. In
this case, data that is effectively ignored by normalization
conveys no information. We confirm this by performing a
spectroscopy experiment, measuring the transmon state
after the transfer process. We then post-select on the
measurement results in each system when the transmon
is found in the ground state. Within fit and measurement
error, we find identical photon number content in the
unselected (including all data) and post-selected cases
(Figure S10). In other words, the average efficiency η
does not change whether a measurement to detect trans-
mon state is performed, and the discarded measurements
contain no relevant information. Therefore, a measure-
ment of the transmon ground state can be thought of as
heralding on a successful state transfer (a transfer not
precluded by an endpoint failure, yet still subject to mis-
calibrations and intermediate photon loss). All data pre-
sented in this document are naturally “conditioned” as
such, unless otherwise stated.
Deterministic efficiency and fidelity bounds As stated
in the main text, the deterministic estimates for the ef-
ficiency (ηd) and fidelities (Favg,d and FBell,d) are calcu-
lated as the product of the conditioned quantity and the
success probability. In each case, this quantity is a lower
bound. For the efficiency, we assume that no energy was
captured in the event that the transmon is found ex-
cited. In reality, some energy was likely absorbed in the
time before the transmon becomes excited. For each fi-
delity bound, we take the worst-case assumption: that
the entire system leaves the codespace entirely in an un-
recoverable way, and these events contribute zero fidelity
to the average. In fact, if the failure completely destroys
the information but leaves the system in a state which
can be detected and reset (for example, the transmon in
|e〉), then these events can result in an average fidelity 0.5
by resetting the system to an arbitrary state within the
codespace. The same is true for the entanglement (but
with fidelity 0.25, which is the best that can be prepared
with local resources). Because some of the failure events
are in principle recoverable in this fashion, we quote our
worst-case fidelity as a lower bound.
MLE reconstruction Maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE) reconstruction is performed on measured Wigner
tomography data to return the density matrix found to
have most probably produced the data. We use a nu-
merical, iterative, convex optimization algorithm. The
algorithm is supplied with normalized (physical) Wigner
tomography data, and the optimal reconstructed density
matrix is constrained to remain physical throughout the
minimization procedure. Through systematic simulation
as well as comparison with other reconstruction methods,
we find that this reconstruction technique misrepresents
the collected data < 1 %. The same optimization algo-
rithm is applied to joint cavity measurement operator
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FIG. S8. Effect of transmon excitation on the
wavepacket. We vary the excitation of the sender transmon
(left) or receiver transmon (right), and release a coherent state
with α = 1 from the sender. During release, we monitor the
field leaving the system. The magnitude of the Fourier trans-
form (FT) is shown. Left: The capture pulse is omitted to
monitor the released wavepacket. A cut taken at the nominal
propagating frequency (dashed line) indicates a decrease in
emitted field at the transmission frequency. At large excita-
tions, field appears to be emitted around 3.5 MHz above the
nominal frequency. Right: The capture pulses are played,
and the reflected field is observed. At the nominal propagat-
ing frequency, a line cut (dashed) shows that reflected field
intensity increases with increased receiver excitation probabil-
ity (lower). The reflected energy received at maximal receiver
excitation is 69% of that received from a normal release with
no capture attempt.
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FIG. S9. Estimation of transmission loss. We prepare a
steady-state population of photons in the sender and measure
the resulting population in the receiver by means of the Stark
shift. This measurement allows us to estimate the fraction
of photons transmitted from sender to receiver. The line is a
linear fit.
data in order to reconstruct the density matrix for an
entangled state.
Error estimation Uncertainties in values taken from
Wigner function reconstructions, such as state fidelities,
arise from one of several errors: miscalibrated displace-
ments, improper normalization, or effects of unwanted
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FIG. S10. Comparison with post-selected efficiency.
Transmon spectroscopy is performed with an added condi-
tioning measurement of transmon state following the trans-
fer process. All of the data (left column) or only data post-
selected on the conditioning measurement (right column) are
shown after preparation (top row) or after release and cap-
ture (bottom row). Black lines indicate fits from which rel-
ative photon number populations are obtained. While back-
ground offsets are clearly lower in the post-selected data, the
extracted relative populations are identical within the range
of uncertainty. In particular, the measured transfer efficiency,
or ratio between average prepared and received photon num-
bers, changes by < 1 %.
thermalization. The amplitude associated with displac-
ing a state by, for example, α = 1, can be calibrated
in several ways. These calibration values and their rel-
ative uncertainties produce a total uncertainty around
1%. Variable transmon excitation leads to a normaliza-
tion factor that can be state-dependent (depending on
the preparation method), and so normalization must be
performed on every state individually. Uncertainty in
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the normalization process arises from the action of in-
tegrating over noisy data, and leads to error of several
percent. Thermal effects can alter the shape and spread
of the Gaussian form of the vacuum Wigner function.
Each of these errors, in fact, are most pronounced when
measuring the vacuum state, since this can easily lead
to a nonphysical density state reconstruction. We an-
alyze the effect of these errors on well-defined vacuum
states in each cavity to produce a total, conservative un-
certainty associated with Wigner function measurement
and reconstruction equal to 4%.
D. Entanglement generation by partial
transmission
Interaction between cavity and traveling mode The in-
teraction between the cavity and the transmission line
can be described by an effective beam splitter interac-
tion (Equation S14), where the conversion strength and
time determine the coupling θ between the modes [19],
Hbs =
−iθ
2
(aˆ†1aˆ2 − aˆ1aˆ†2) (S14)
In particular, releasing half the energy stored in the cav-
ity initially corresponds to a ‘50:50 beam splitter’ with
θ = pi/2. The pulse required to realize this can be calcu-
lated precisely by specifying that one-half of the prepared
state remains (in Equation S6).
Correlation measurements and state reconstruction
In each encoding we perform the following experimental
sequence. We first release half the energy of the prepared
state, capturing it in the receiver. Immediately after
switching off the pumps, we apply a mapping pulse that
rotates the state of one or both cavities into a particular
basis. Within that basis, we then measure the likelihood
of finding the cavities in a particular joint photon-number
state by applying selective-pi pulses on each transmon and
reading out. In particular, for each module we measure
after pi pulses selective on the n = 0 and n = 1 peaks, as
well as with no pi pulse (to obtain the background trans-
mon excitation probability). These 3×3 = 9 probabilities
are combined to produce four values for each rotation:
the probability of finding joint photon numbers 00, 01,
10, or 11 (the diagonal elements of the density matrix
in this joint basis). We choose three basis rotations for
each cavity: {I, Y (pi2 ), X(pi2 )}, leading to measurements
in the {z, x, y} bases, respectively. This produces corre-
lation probabilities in 3 × 3 = 9 joint bases, enough to
reconstruct the full joint state. The data for each ro-
tation are supplied to a maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) reconstruction program to produce the density
matrix describing the joint system with the largest like-
lihood. The Pauli bars in Figure 3D are then calculated
from this reconstructed density matrix.
Success rate conditioning The measurement of joint
cavity operators is affected by the success probability of
each transmon in a way similar to that of spectroscopy
and Wigner tomography measurements (Section III C).
The data presented in Figure 3D of the main text are
thus naturally conditioned on the case where both trans-
mons remain in the ground state following the half-
transfer and before the measurement is performed. The
unconditioned values (and resulting entanglement met-
rics) can be determined by accounting for the probability
with which each transmon becomes excited or the system
leaves the observed Hilbert space (Figure S11). As op-
posed to other measurements throughout this work, the
excitation of both systems factors in. To estimate the
unconditioned entanglement measurement operator ex-
pectation values, we add a extra dimension to the recon-
structed density matrix representing the measured joint
cavity state. This dimension represents a space outside
of the observable space. It is populated according to
the product of the two transmon excitation probabili-
ties. The density matrix is then renormalized and trun-
cated to exclude the ‘unobservable’ dimension, producing
a density matrix reasonably estimating what we believe
an unconditioned measurement would produce.
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FIG. S11. Entanglement unconditioned by successes.
The values measured in Figure 2D are calculated with con-
sideration of the joint success probability of the entanglement
generation procedure. This produces inferred expectation val-
ues of two-qubit measurement operators that correspond with
the ‘unconditioned’ case, the values we would expect to mea-
sure if the transmons did not leave the observable measure-
ment space. The measured value associated with the ‘II’ op-
erator, 0.78, thus represents the reduction from unity of this
joint success probability compared to the ‘conditioned’ case
presented in the main text. The fidelity of this unconditioned
density matrix to the maximally entangled state is 61%. The
scaled measured values (shaded) are overlaid on the ideal val-
ues (dashed).
Entanglement measures Using the reconstructed den-
sity matrix, we are able to calculate a number of met-
rics describing the entangled state. Values “uncondi-
tioned” and “conditioned” on success probability are
shown in Table S3. Some of these are useful for com-
parison with other experiments or when considering, for
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example, choices among purification schemes. Entangle-
ment fidelity, concurrence, and purity have been calcu-
lated according to standard definitions [40]. The entan-
glement generation rate R is the rate of experimental
repetition, appending additional time required to avoid
failed runs (which could in principle be heralded against)
in the conditioned case, and inclusive of all experimental
runs in the unconditioned case. As detailed in the main
text, this value is limited by the re-initialization time of
the system. The generation rate of maximally entangled
qubit pairs, the ebit rate, represents the rate at which an
optimal purification scheme [41] could generate a maxi-
mally entangled pair from many pairs identical to ours,
and can be calculated using the logarithmic negativity
[42], EN :
Re = ps,ent ·R · EN . (S15)
Success probability ps,ent enters in both the logarithmic
negativity (where lower EN demands more pairs in the
unconditioned case) and the generation rate (where over-
all generation of higher-fidelity entanglement is slower).
E. Cavity evolution due to the Kerr effect
The single-photon Kerr effect in one cavity [38, 43] is
described by the Hamiltonian
HKerr =
χaa
2
aˆ†2aˆ2. (S16)
This nonlinearity causes a unitary evolution in which
each photon number acquires phase at a rate nχaa. On
long time scales the state undergoes cyclic evolution at re-
vival times 2pi/χaa. On shorter times, the evolution leads
to ‘smearing’ of the phase information, with a phase col-
lapse time that depends on the mean number of photons,
n¯, in the cavity, Tcollapse = pi/(2
√
n¯χaa). In our system,
χaa = 2pi × 8.8 (5.3) kHz for sender (receiver), and thus
Tcollapse ≈ n¯−1/2 × 28 (47)µs. As the collapse times are
significantly longer than the transfer time, the effect of
the Kerr evolution is a relatively weak distortion of the
state.
Correction in fidelity estimation The Kerr effect
manifests itself for received states with photon number
n¯ > 1, such as those of the binomial code (Figure 4A).
It is only apparent in the Wigner function for states that
are not radially symmetric (and contain more than one
photon number). Because the Kerr evolution is determin-
istic, it does not in and of itself lead to a loss of informa-
tion, so long as its value is known. In order to produce
a fidelity representative of the effect of the transfer pro-
tocol on the prepared states, and not merely the effect
of Kerr at one end or the other, we compare the recon-
structed density matrix of the prepared state with a re-
constructed density matrix of the received state to which
an in-software correction has been applied (Figure S15).
This operation is simply the Kerr unitary associated with
HKerr above, with an effective Kerr χ
eff
aa, equal to approx-
imately the average of χaa in each system. In order to
determine the nominal value of χeffaa to use for the soft-
ware correction unitary, we perform a global minimiza-
tion of the average fidelity over all six states prepared
in the manifold with respect to a single Kerr evolution
applied to each state. We find χeffaa = 2pi × 10.8 kHz for
the transfer time of 6µs.
Since Kerr evolution does not commute with photon
loss, the uncertainty in exactly when the loss occurred
does lead to a small unrecoverable loss of information,
which manifests as dephasing of the cavity state. Be-
cause the Kerr is fairly small and the transfer time quite
short, this produces a small effect on the measured aver-
age fidelity, around 1–2%.
Correction in future devices The technique applied in
software here can also be applied experimentally with a
unitary, and can be combined with the operations neces-
sary to perform error correction. Though our system pa-
rameters inhibit this operation without introducing un-
necessary error, a Kerr-reversal unitary could be applied
to the receiving cavity using the nominal value of average
Kerr, χeffaa. Undesired Kerr evolution can be suppressed
in future experiments by reducing the magnitude of the
Kerr effect and by increasing the bandwidth of the con-
version process.
F. Model of photon loss
The model assumes a pure photon loss channel Ψ char-
acterized by the single-photon efficiency η. Our measure-
ments produce η = 0.74± 0.03, which we incorporate in
the model.
Simulation We apply the following model of photon
loss to ideal or prepared states or density matrices in or-
der to generate density matrices expected in the presence
of Ψ. This takes the form of a beamsplitter operation, in
which the initial state interferes with an ancillary system
in the vacuum state at a variable beamsplitter incidence
angle θ. First, we convert the loss probability ploss = 1−η
into the interference angle θ according to
θ = 2 arccos
√
1− ploss. (S17)
Then, the beamsplitter Hamiltonian (Equation S14) is
applied to the product of the states, entangling the
Hilbert space of interest with some environmental degree
of freedom. We then trace over the ancillary system to
obtain a lossy mixed state.
Other sources of loss While our model of photon loss
agrees significantly with the measured process (Section
IV C), other error mechanisms may explain the remaining
uncharacterized infidelity. We have investigated two such
mechanisms: decoherence and thermalization.
For simplicity, we chose to apply our models for de-
coherence and thermalization to the single-photon en-
coding. To test decoherence, we construct a positive-
operator valued measure (POVM) that includes the ac-
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Value Conditioned (measured) Unconditioned (estimated)
Success probability ps,ent 0.78± 0.04 1
Fidelity FBell 0.77± 0.02 0.61± 0.04
Concurrence C 0.66± 0.03 0.51± 0.04
Purity γ 0.66± 0.03 0.40± 0.04
Generation rate (µs−1) R 1/(140± 10) 1/(110± 10)
Logarithmic negativity EN 0.66± 0.03 0.30± 0.04
ebit rate (kebit/s) Re 4.7± 0.5 2.7± 0.4
TABLE S3. Measures of entanglement. All comparison values are with respect the maximally-entangled Bell state,
(|10〉+ |01〉) /√2. “Unconditioned” values are those metrics taken for the estimated unconditioned density matrix reconstructed
according to the process in Section III D, Success rate conditioning.
tion of both photon loss and decoherence. In this model
we represent decoherence using the Pauli operator σz and
photon loss using σ+ = σx + iσy. We minimize the av-
erage infidelity between the measured states and states
resulting from this model, over the probability space of
these two mechanisms. This routine returns a minimum
corresponding with a small amount of decoherence that
changes the average fidelity (and the fidelity of any single
state) by < 1%. Therefore, this effect alone does not ac-
count for the ∼ 5% unexplained by the non-unity process
fidelity.
The potential effect of thermalization or “photon gain”
(equilibrating, with some probability, to a thermal state
at an unspecified point during the transfer process) is
evaluated using a similar comparison. Much like the
model of photon loss imposes a beamsplitter on the trans-
mitted state with vacuum at the opposite input port, the
thermalization process is modeled using a thermal state
as the joining state. Including photon gain in the loss
model would likely require a reduction in the assumed
efficiency due to photon loss, since the same measured
states must be ultimately matched. The model we con-
struct allows for a uniform photon number of the thermal
bath, n¯, as well as some weight with which the process
acts. Minimizing under this model to best match the
measured states, we find an improvement in mean fidelity
< 1%. Again, the effect of photon gain alone cannot ac-
count for the infidelity of the transfer to a pure photon
loss process.
Octahedron loss trajectories The Bloch sphere repre-
sentations of Fock and binomial encodings are shown in
Figure 2 and 3 of the main text. There, we have used this
model to produce a continuous “trajectory” of points on
the Bloch sphere corresponding with the expected states
given a prepared state subjected to an transfer protocol
with variable loss (Ψ(η)). Each trajectory represents the
path that the prepared state would take if it were allowed
to decay according to our photon loss model.
In the experiment, this loss potentially occurs through-
out the transfer process, distributed spatially and tem-
porally. Values of ploss up to the measured efficiency are
included there; the full span of ploss ∈ (0, 1) are shown in
Figure S12 and Figure S13. In the Fock encoding, pho-
ton loss has the effect of reducing all cardinal states to
|0〉 monotonically. In the binomial encoding, photon loss
reduces cardinal points towards the center of the Bloch
sphere uniformly, because single-photon errors cause of
portion of the state to leave the even-parity codespace.
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FIG. S12. Fock encoding loss trajectories. The prepared
(red) and measured (orange) points correspond with six car-
dinal states in the single-photon encoding, and are connected
to form an octahedron representative of the manifold. The
green lines extending from each prepared-state point towards
|0〉 are loss trajectories for varying transfer efficiency from
η = 0 to η = 1. A three-dimensional perspective correspond-
ing with Figure 3B (upper right) as well as third-angle pro-
jections (centered on the XZ plane) contain the same data.
For larger η, the cardinal points begin to turn towards
the point (0, 0, 0.5) on the Bloch sphere, since the |1〉L =
(|0〉+ |4〉) /√2 state overlaps with the vacuum state and
|0〉L = |2〉 does not. Note that our received states appear
in the uniform-shrinkage regime, which corresponds to
loss small enough that single photon loss errors dominate
over higher-order effects.
In-software error correction The green line in Fig-
ure 4C is calculated by applying the loss model described
to the six cardinal states of the binomial encoding. The
fidelity of the resulting (partially mixed) density matri-
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FIG. S13. Binomial encoding loss trajectories. The
prepared (red) and measured (orange) points correspond with
six cardinal states in the binomial encoding, and are con-
nected to form an octahedron representative of the manifold.
The green lines extending from each prepared-state point to-
wards (0, 0, 0.5) are loss trajectories for varying transfer effi-
ciency from η = 0 to η = 1. A three-dimensional perspec-
tive corresponding with Figure 4B (upper right) as well as
third-angle projections (centered on the XZ plane) contain
the same data.
ces are compared to that of each original ideal state, and
the average infidelity is reported. The gold line in Fig-
ure 4C is then calculated from these density matrices by
applying an error-correction procedure [30].
The error-correction procedure is implemented as fol-
lows: the density matrix for a given state is split into
two components: the even and odd photon number par-
ity subspaces. A different correction unitary is applied to
each subspace. To correct for photon loss, the odd-parity
subspace is corrected via the operation:
|1〉 → |2〉, |3〉 → 1√
2
(|0〉+ |4〉) (S18)
The correction in the even-parity subspace takes the form
of a rotation that adjusts the relative weights of the |0〉
and |4〉 states:
|2〉 → |2〉,
|0〉 → cos θc|0〉+ sin θc|4〉,
|4〉 → − sin θc|0〉+ cos θc|4〉
(S19)
This is to account for the fact that the no-parity-jump
event alters the relative probability amplitude of the state
(|0〉+ |4〉) /√2. The two components of the density ma-
trix are then recombined with their respective probabil-
ities unchanged, resulting in a higher-purity corrected
density matrix. The optimum rotation angle θc depends
on the probability of loss. For each value of the transfer
inefficiency, we calculate the angle of rotation that mini-
mizes the average infidelity over the manifold. This aver-
age infidelity is reported in Figure 4C. This procedure is
identical to the experimental implementation that will be
needed to perform this correction in hardware: measure
parity; apply one of two correction unitaries, conditioned
on the result of the measurement; and perform uncondi-
tional tomography.
Modifications to allow error correction Error-
correction of the transfer cannot be performed effectively
in the current experimental sample. Because a single
transmon simultaneously provides the functions of state
preparation and cavity tomography as well as supplying
the nonlinearity needed for the conversion process, it
is not possible to optimize the hardware parameters
for all of these essential features. Most notably, a
large conversion rate between each memory and output
mode requires a large cross-Kerr χab. However, this
means that resonantly driving the output mode into a
coherent state (as is done during transmon readout)
dephases the cavity due to the dispersive shift combined
with uncertainty in the occupation of the output mode
[44]. Therefore, parity measurement without significant
dephasing of the cavity is impossible in the current
configuration. As suggested in the main text, the addi-
tion of a dedicated, separate chip with ancilla transmon
and readout mode, also with small cross-Kerr between
readout and cavity, would allow for high-fidelity QND
parity measurement [29], while maintaining the ability
to rapidly convert between memory and propagating
modes. This modular distribution of functionality may
also allow modifications to the conversion side of the
device to mitigate some of the non-idealities discussed
above; for example, some nonlinear element other than
a transmon can be used to facilitate conversion [21, 45].
IV. SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
A. Transfer of states in the single-photon Fock
basis
See Figure S14 for measured and reconstructed Wigner
functions for all states prepared in the Fock encoding.
B. Transfer of states in a bosonic code
See Figure S15 for measured and reconstructed Wigner
functions for all states prepared in the Binomial encod-
ing.
C. Process matrix
The process matrix χ defines the mapping from the
ideal state density matrix ρi to the final, received den-
sity matrix ρf . In this definition, ρi is a two-dimensional
logical qubit state in the manifold {|0〉L, |1〉L}, while ρf
is in the high-dimensional physical Hilbert space of the
cavity: {|0〉, |1〉, ...|d−1〉}. For our purposes, we truncate
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FIG. S14. Full Fock manifold Wigner functions. Six cardinal states in the Fock encoding. Left to right: |−Z〉, |+Z〉,
|+X〉, |−X〉, |+Y 〉, |−Y 〉. Top to bottom: ideal, measured prepared, measured received, reconstructed received. All fidelities
are computed using reconstructed density matrices.
this space at dimension d = 5; for the Fock encoding, no
significant population is found outside this space upon re-
construction. The process matrix is then defined as the
map from 2× 2 logical density matrices to d× d physical
density matrices. The reconstructed process matrix χm
is visualized in Figure S16 and compared to the ideal pro-
cess χi assuming only the measured loss η = 0.74. The
process fidelity Fprocess = 14Tr(
√√
χiχm
√
χi)
2 = 0.95,
implying very close agreement with our model of photon
loss alone. We believe the source of this 0.05 infidelity
also produces the ∼ 0.05 average state infidelity (relative
to what is expected from the measured inefficiency; as
stated in the main text, Favg = 0.87 ± 0.04, while we
expect 0.91.)
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FIG. S15. Full Binomial manifold Wigner functions. Six cardinal states in the Binomial encoding. Left to right:
|−Z〉, |+Z〉, |+X〉, |−X〉, |+Y 〉, |−Y 〉. Top to bottom: ideal, measured prepared, measured received, reconstructed received,
reconstructed received with Kerr correction. All fidelities are computed using reconstructed density matrices.
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FIG. S16. Process matrix. Top: Reconstructed process matrix for state transfer in the Fock encoding. The subscript L
denotes the logical qubit space, while the kets with no subscript reside in the physical space of the cavity. Bottom: Ideal
process matrix assuming transmission loss of the measured η = 0.74.
